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Abstract 

Faulkner's great grandfather, Colonel William Falkner, was born in 1825, and moved to 
Mississippi at the age of fourteen. He was a legal counsellor, author, lawmaker, officer, and pioneer 
who was included in some homicide trials - incorporating two in which he was charged - and was 
a top rated writer. Throughout the Civil War he enrolled a Confederate regiment and was chosen 
its colonel, however his haughtiness caused the troops to demote him, so he cleared out to enrol in 
an alternate regiment. After the war he got involved in the railroad business and made an 
incredible arrangement of cash. He acquired a plantation and started writing books, one of which 
turned into a bestseller. He ran for Mississippi state assembly in 1889, yet his rival shot and he 
died before the election in 1950, Faulkner was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. This award 
adequately turned his profession around, presenting to him the monetary victory that had so as 
far back as anyone can remember escaped him. Be that as it may, most commentators discover the 
works he composed in the wake of winning the prize to a great extent disappointing, particularly 
contrasted with his prior work. 
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William Faulkner was a productive author who got to be exceptionally renowned around 
the world throughout his lifetime, but he preferred to stay away from limelight .He is recalled as 
both a courteous Southern eccentric and a pompous, gaudy alcoholic. At the same time maybe the 
most ideal approach to portray Faulkner is to depict his legacy, in many of his literary work. 

Faulkner's great grandfather, Colonel William Falkner, was born in 1825, and moved to 
Mississippi at the age of fourteen. He was a legal counsellor, author, lawmaker, officer, and pioneer 
who was included in some homicide trials - incorporating two in which he was charged - and was 
a top rated writer. Throughout the Civil War he enrolled a Confederate regiment and was chosen 
its colonel, however his haughtiness caused the troops to demote him, so he cleared out to enrol in 
an alternate regiment. After the war he got involved in the railroad business and made an 
incredible arrangement of cash. He acquired a plantation and started writing books, one of which 
turned into a bestseller. He ran for Mississippi state assembly in 1889, yet his rival shot and he 
died before the election. 

William Faulkner was conceived on September 25, 1897, and started to compose verse as 
an adolescent. He was a detached learner, and dropped out of secondary school when he was 
fifteen. Throughout World War I, he joined the Canadian Royal Flying Corps as he was so short it 
would have been impossible join the U.S Air force - yet never battled; the day he moved on from 
the Flying Corps, the Armistice was marked. 

After the war, Faulkner returned to Oxford, took admission as special student at the 
University of Mississippi, and started to compose for the school papers and magazines, rapidly 
gaining a notoriety as a unconventional writer. His abnormal schedules, swanky dressing sense, 
and inability to hold down work earned him the epithet as Count No count. He got recruited as 
postmaster of the University in 1921, yet resigned after three years after the postal inspector at 
last perceived what amount of time Faulkner used composition and indirectly overlooking 
customers. In 1924 his first book of verse, The Marble Faun, was published, however it was not a 
bestseller and had very few buyers. 
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In promptly 1925, Faulkner and a companion flew out to New Orleans with the proposition 

of getting Faulkner a compartment on the ship to Europe, where he wanted to refine his flair for 
writing. Instead , Faulkner wound up staying in New Orleans for a couple of months and writing. 
There, he met the writer Sherwood Anderson, whose book Wines burg, Ohio was a support of 
American Modernism. His fellowship with Anderson roused him to begin writing books, and in a 
brief time he completed his first novel, Soldier's Pay, which was distributed in 1926 and was 
basically acknowledged - despite the fact that it, excessively, sold few copies. Faulkner inevitably 
did fly out to Europe, yet he rapidly came back to Oxford to write. 

Faulkner wrote four more books between 1926 and 1931: Mosquitoes in 1927, Sartoris in 
1929, The Sound and the Fury in 1929, and As I Lay Dying in 1930, however none of them sold 
well, and he earned minimum throughout this period. Sartoris, otherwise called Flags in the Dust, 
was Faulkner's first book set in the fictional Yoknapatawpha County. The challenge Faulkner 
confronted getting Flags in the Dust published made him to abandon the publishing process when 
all is said in done, and he chose to write just for himself. The after effect of this was The Sound and 
the Fury, the first of Faulkner's legitimately classic novel. The Sound and the Fury was a critically 
acclaimed novel still not many copies were sold. 

Faulkner composed his next novel, As I Lay Dying, while working in the night shift at a 
powerhouse. With this novel's distribution, Faulkner was at last, if still falteringly, an Author in the 
literary scene. Then again, Faulkner still didnot have any financial success till he published 
Sanctuary in 1931. He wrote Sanctuary to become a best seller however it additionally 
discoloured his notoriety in the eyes of a few critics, and that influenced his prosperity for a 
decade. From that point through the 1940s, Faulkner composed a few of his gems, incorporating 
Light In August, Absalom, Absalom!, The Wild Palms, The Hamlet, and Go Down, Moses. Around 
then these books profited, so he was compelled to work in Hollywood as a screenwriter. 

In 1950, Faulkner was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. This award adequately 
turned his profession around, presenting to him the monetary victory that had so as far back as 
anyone can remember escaped him. Be that as it may, most commentators discover the works he 
composed in the wake of winning the prize to a great extent disappointing, particularly contrasted 
with his prior work. 

In the recent a piece of the 1950s, Faulkner invested some opportunity far from Oxford, 
incorporating using a year as a journalist in-habitation at the University of Virginia. He came back 
to Oxford in June of 1962 and kicked the bucket of a heart stroke on July 6th early in the morning. 

The Bundren family live on their ranch in Yoknapatawpha County, a fictional country 
district in Mississippi. They are extraordinarily poor, and the tribe authority, Addie Bundren, is 
nearing passing. Money, the eldest child of the family, is a woodworker. As a last blessing to his 
mother, he makes a pine box for her outside the window of the room where she lies passing on. 
Anse, the family's inept and powerless patriarch, sends two children, Darl and Jewel, on a timber 
delivery work that will net the family a couple of additional dollars. Darl and Jewel set off, Darl 
realizing that it implies he won't be available for his mother'sexpiration. Midtrip, they have a 
mischance, and are compelled to turn back; yet Addie Bundren has recently kicked the bucket. 
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Cash completes the coffin and they hold a burial service. Darl and Jewel set off once more. 

Dewey Dell, the main young lady of the family, nurture her own particular privileged insights: she 
is pregnant, and will look for a foetus removal nearby. Vardaman, the most youthful tyke, is 
traumatized unpleasantly by his mother's passing, and keeps on confusing her with the fish he got 
and killed prior that same day. Darl and Jewel return, and the family sets off to transport the figure 
to Jefferson. It was Addie's longstanding wish to be covered around her conception family there. 

Storms have made the excursion troublesome. The extensions are washed away, and a 
night later at Samson's homestead the Bundrens wind up needing to backtrack to discover a 
fordable some piece of the waterway. The stench is getting to be more detectable, and vultures 
accompany the wagon. The endeavoured intersection is sad: Cash's leg is broken, and he almost 
suffocates. The donkeys are slaughtered. At the same time Jewel figures out how to spare the pine 
box from drifting ceaselessly downstream. 

The Bundrens take cover at Armstid's ranch. To purchase new donkeys, Anse offers Jewel's 
steed betraying Jewel's trust. The stench of the form is getting to be stronger, and the family sets 
off in a scurry. 

In Mottson, Dewey Dell tries unsuccessfully to discover a drug specialist who will provide 
for them her a foetus removal medicine. In the interim, the family has issue with the sheriff, 
because of the stench of the figure, and the Bundrens purchase concrete to make a throws for 
Cash's leg.  

The Bundrens look for sanctuary at the Gillespie ranch. No more fit to stand what is going 
on to the figure, Darl sets flame to the stable in which the pine box is housed. Gem figures out how 
to spare the box, yet the animal dwelling place smoulders to the ground. In the mean time, Cash's 
leg is unmistakably genuinely harmed, and the bond throws has just aggravated matters. 

The following day, they touch base in Jefferson and cover Addie. On account of courses of 
action made by his own particular family, Darl is caught and taken off to a mental foundation in 
Jackson. Money sees Peabody, the area specialist, who does the best he can for the harm leg. 
Dewey Dell is tricked by a shop aide, and winds up exchanging sex for a counterfeit fetus removal 
medicine. Anse, his wife simply as of late covered, discovers another wife around the local area. As 
the Bundrens are embarking to return home, he carries the lady out and presents her as his new 
spouse. 

"Sanctuary" by William Faulkner is the story of the capturing of a junior Mississippi 
debutante named Temple Drake. The story takes after different strings to join the characters and 
to investigate the society in rustic Mississippi and Tennessee throughout denial. 

The story starts with Popeye meeting Benbow at a stream some place in rustic Mississippi. 
It is May. Popeye remains on one side of the stream gazing at Benbow, who as of right now is a 
more interesting. The men use the following two hours gazing at one another with little 
discussion. In the end the men approach Old Frenchman Place, an estate. There are three men on 
the patio, as well as a canine. The gathering eyes Benbow suspiciously. Popeye presents Benbow 
as "Professor." It is clear from the earliest starting point that Lee Goodwin, possessor of the ranch, 
is a down to business peddler. 
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Sanctuary uses the night and is assaulted on a few events. The young lady is traumatized to 

the point of being catatonic. Ruby tries her hardest to ensure Temple despite the fact that it is 
clear that Ruby has only despise for a debutante who clearly looks down upon Ruby and her kind. 
Stevens leaves the Old Frenchman Place in the morning, with the plan of getting an auto. Stevens 
does not sit tight for Temple and deserts her. 

Inevitably, Temple likewise leaves the estate with Popeye. As opposed to taking Temple 
home or again to class, Popeye heads to Memphis where he holds Temple hostage. Sanctuary has 
not attempted to escape as yet since she is secured in blood and is frightened that somebody will 
see her. 

Miss Reba is a lady of the world and knows precisely how to deal with Temple. Sanctuary 
will stay at Miss Reba's for weeks, under the request of Popeye. All the ladies think Popeye is an 
extraordinary find, totally overlooking Temple's dilemma. At the same time, Temple's family 
supposes she is still at school. 

Horace Benbow takes an investment for Temple's situation and tries to discover her. It 
takes a while to track Temple down however Benbow has the capacity to do so by paying for data. 
Benbow is additionally fixed to the Old Frenchman Place when he consents to speak to Goodwin 
on a homicide indictment. 

Faulkner figures out how to make a conceivable story out of numerous bizarre happenings. 
Benbow, who had been looking for asylum in a midlife emergency, appears to end up once more. 
Sanctuary is fiercely acquainted with this present reality. Benbow's sister, Narcissa, keeps on 
being vain and self assimilated yet appears to figure out how to help her sibling. Both Popeye and 
Goodwin are indicted on homicide indictments and kick the bucket. 

At the closure, Temple is returned home to her family and Benbow comes back to Kinston 
to be with Belle 
Flight in August: 

Lena Grove, a pregnant youngster, has gone to Mississippi in inquiry of her child's father. 
She hitches a ride into the residential area of Jefferson, which is home to a planing plant. One of 
the labourers at the factory, Joe Christmas, is an agonizing, racially uncertain man who seemed 
abruptly at the plant one day in pursuit of an occupation. In the wake of picking up vocation, he 
was soon joined at the plant by an alternate man named Joe Brown. The two structured an 
organization, making and offering alcohol unlawfully, and in the end quit their employments 

An alternate of the plant labourers, Byron Bunch, is charmed and unsettled when Lena 
Grove abruptly shows up at the factory one day. He tells the town's disrespected previous priest, 
Reverend Gail Hightower, of his endeavours to nurture the young lady. Before long, Lena comes to 
understand that the man she looks for her infant's father, Lucas Burch—is truly Joe Brown. Upon 
Lena's landing around the local area, Brown is, no doubt held in the town imprison after the 
homicide of a neighbourhood lady, Joanna Burden, and the smouldering of her home. Joe 
Christmas, Miss Burden's periodic beau, is the boss suspect. 

The story then moves to investigate some of the characters' pasts. As a junior pastor, Gail 
Hightower secures a congregation in Jefferson to encourage his fixation on his granddad, a 
Confederate cavalryman who was slaughtered in the town throughout the Civil War. Hightower's  
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young wife is unfaithful and ponders mental health issues. She inevitably bites the dust in a 
succumb to the window of a Memphis lodging room where she is staying with an alternate man. 
An outrage results, and the Jefferson parishioners turn on Hightower, who is compelled to venture 
down. 

As a youngster, Joe Christmas is left on the steps of a halfway house. The point when the 
office's dietician erroneously accepts that Joe has caught her having intercourse with a youthful 
specialist in her room, she stresses she will lose her employment. To kill this danger, she 
undermines to uncover junior Joe's biracial foundation and accordingly have him exchanged to a 
halfway house for dark youngsters. She talks about the arrangement with the shelter's janitor, 
who captures Joe and takes him to Little Rock, where he is discovered and returned, just to be 
embraced two weeks after the fact by a sternly religious man, Mr. Mceachern, and his wife. 

Joe's new foster father subjects him to standard beatings. As Joe develops and enters 
adolescence, he in the long run crosses ways with Bobbie, a whore who fills in as a waitress in the 
adjacent town. The point when Mr. Mceachern gets his child at a hit the dance floor with Bobbie, a 
battle ejects, and Joe murders his temporary father by crushing a seat over his head. Deserted by 
Bobbie and her associates, Joe grasps a life on the run and meanders for more than fifteen years, in 
the long run going to Jefferson. 

In Jefferson, Joe Christmas stays in the lodge on Joanna Burden's property, and the two 
rapidly ended up partners. Their relationship is checked by ardour, brutality, and long periods in 
which they disregard one another. Miss Burden needs a kid and cases to be pregnant; however Joe 
is positively contradicted to the thought. After a period, Joe Brown comes to live with Joe 
Christmas in his lodge. Miss Burden tries to help Joe Christmas fiscally, yet her interfering just 
incites his fury. One night, he brutally ambushes and executes her with a razor after she tries to 
discharge a gun at him in an obvious endeavour at a homicide suicide. 

As a kid, Joe Christmas is left on the steps of a shelter. The point when the office's dietician 
erroneously accepts that Joe has caught her engaging in sexual relations with an adolescent 
specialist in her room, she stresses she will lose her employment. To take out this danger, she 
undermines to uncover adolescent Joe's biracial foundation and subsequently have him exchanged 
to a shelter for dark youngsters. She talks about the arrangement with the halfway house's janitor, 
who captures Joe and takes him to Little Rock, where he is discovered and returned, just to be 
embraced two weeks after the fact by a sternly religious man, Mr. Mceachern, and his wife. 

Miss Burden's nephew in New Hampshire offers a $1,000 reward for the catch of his close 
relative's executioner. Look parties with hound dogs search the field for the criminal Joe 
Christmas, who escapes catch for a long time, rushing to the point of yearning and weariness. 

Lena, in the interim, moves into the lodge that the two Joes had imparted with a specific 
end goal to plan for the conception of her infant; Byron Bunch stays in a tent close-by. 

Joe Christmas is captured in the city of adjacent Mottstown. His natural maternal granddad, 
Uncle Doc Hines, goes through the swarm to condemnation Joe and call for his passing. The point 
when the authorities from Jefferson land to assume responsibility of the detainee, Mrs. Hines gets 
through the swarm too, planning to see the substance of the grandson who her spouse let her 
know passed on as a tyke. The Hineses then take the train to Jefferson together. 
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Byron and the Hineses touch base at Hightower's house and uncover that Joe Christmas' 

father was a carnival specialist who attempted to run off with the Hineses' girl before Uncle Doc 
shot and slaughtered him. Inevitably, Uncle Doc put the child in the shelter in Memphis where he 
functioned as a janitor. Byron needs Hightower to lie and claim that Joe Christmas was with him, 
at his house, on the night of Joanna Burden's homicide. Hightower gets furious and requests that 
them clear out. 

Lena goes into work, however when Byron lands with the specialist, Hightower has 
recently conveyed the infant. Supporting in the conveyance is Mrs. Hines, who erroneously 
accepts that Lena is her long-dead little girl, Milly, and that the infant is her grandson, Joe 
Christmas. Byron masterminds to have Joe Brown sent to Lena's lodge; after arriving, Brown is 
stunned to see Lena holding his infant child, slips out a back window, and flees. Byron sees Brown 
departure and tries to stop him, however the much bigger man beats Byron soundly and escapes 
on a passing prepare. Joe Christmas, in the mean time, escapes from his captors also, while he is, 
no doubt headed over the town square. A little while later, he is followed down, shot, murdered, 
and mutilated in Hightower's kitchen by an abundance seeker named Percy Grimm. A short time 
later, the maturing Hightower muses on his past and gets ready for his death. 

Aftera road trip, a nearby furniture mover close Jefferson relates to his wife how he gave a 
ride to an inquisitive couple-a lady with an infant youngster joined by a man who was not the 
tyke's father. The couple-Lena and Byron-was pitifully in hunt of the child's biotic father, as the 
man drove them deeper into Tennessee. 

Faulkners literary writing is not remarkable but it is giving a vision of century to the 
human kind. He is remembered as a man of letters and literature. 
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